
HOME PRACTICE

Open your records on a daily basis.
 
1. Prior to opening your records, allow some time to attune and soften into
these higher realms of energy. This can be done with meditation, breath
work, toning/chanting, listening to sacred music, candle gazing, etc. Play
around to explore what works best to support your attunement and moving
into the Akashic realm & energy field.
 
2. Say your invocation prayer before opening your records. Remember to
keep your eyes open after completing your invocation and starting the
sacred prayer.
 
3. Allow information and guidance to come through free of judgement and
expectation or evaluation. This is so critical... authenticity, receptivity, and
curiosity are fundamental in getting comfortable in this process. 
It's helpful to approach this practice as a sacred act dedicated in service to
your higher self and divine purpose. Intentionality is everything.
 
4. Part of the medicine is in the question. Questions orient our intention and
focus, and is a direct form of communication with the Akashic realm that can
lead to clearer information. Ask questions and allow the flow of information
to come through organically (you don't have to think about anything).
 
Helpful tip: writing down the information as it flows can be help the info flow
without engaging the mind/ego which can interrupt the connection. 
 
5. Be a curious journalist and explorer. Readings can sometimes create
confusion, and it's best to approach the information as clues to a map or
pieces of a puzzle that you are putting together. Be patient, be curious, and
have fun! Information can continue to flow after the records are closed, often
in dreams, synchronicities, signs, and communication with others. You are
developing a relationship with the Akashic realm and unseen realms.
 
Ground after closing the records.
This is powerful energy running through your crown and heart chakras, so it's
critical to ground your energy field and body after each session. You can use
breath into sacral/root chakras, imagine your roots or golden cord going into
core of Mama Earth. Go outside, touch Earth, eat a snack and replenish with
water & minerals.
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